Politics exemplars answers only
A level SAMs
Component 1 UK Politics
Question 1 a)
Evaluate the view that UK democracy is in crisis.
In your response you must:
 compare the different opinions in the source


use a balance of knowledge and understanding both arising from the source and
beyond the source to help you to analyse and evaluate.

Response 1
There have been many claims that UK democracy is in crisis and that it is beset with a
number of serious problems. There is also an opposing view which suggests that there
is no crisis and the democratic system in the UK operates well.
It can seem that we have a crisis as the source notes the low participation level at
General elections and that this is lower than in past elections. It is important that people
vote in elections to show that they care about the country. It is as if people could not be
bothered to get involved in decisions which have an impact on them. There are new
institutions but these have had no impact on how and why people participate.
Devolution has not truly worked in favour of participation. So democracy is subject to a
big ‘switch off’ and people do not care or feel that they make no difference to the
political system as it does not connect to them
The source is suggesting that a lot of trust has been lost by the public in politicians; they
do not feel that they can any longer trust politicians with making the right decisions and
are simply there for themselves. In the past few years many politicians have served jail
sentences for their conduct. Also the source suggests that the parties have to compete
and motivate the public to get them involved. So political parties are letting people
down and they do not create a bond or a feeling of trust with large numbers, we can see
this as party membership is low.
Democracy is in crisis due to the fact that we have low turnout for elections and people
do not know or are informed about the main issues of the day. A way to fix that would

be compulsory voting and also lowering the voting age this will bring more people into
politics. If people were educated and informed they would also know more and be able
to take part, it is as if they are apathetic and have no concern. The source says that
politics has to become more important and respectable.
We can see that there is a crisis as few people now join political parties and they have
little understanding of how the political process works this leads to them being
disengaged and lacking information about current events which may have an impact on
them.
However the source does move to say that the problem can be fixed and that politicians
are the best people who can mend the broken system. There are good things
happening in democracy in the UK. Deep down people do care and want to get involved
but it is up to politicians to get them involved and to start to care. The source says that
we have to look to other things than simply voting in elections to understand the
problem.
Democracy in the UK can be revived and improved with the use of a range of modern
techniques – these include digital democracy and more referendums. The referendum
on the EU in June 2016 made people get involved and motivated. Democracy is all about
individual having a say. But when a party holds a majority of seats with less than 50% of
the vote it is unfair and reforms are needed. So to fix democracy in the UK we need
more reforms to make the system better and more accurate, this will convince people
that their vote and actions matter. Lowering the voting age is another factor which
would help as 16 and 17 year olds can make decisions on major issues and know a lot
about current events, this would lift participation.

Response 2
The source highlights several issues facing democracy in the UK today – it was written in
2014 before the last election and before the EU referendum in 2016 which saw turnout
levels at 72%. The source presents a cause for concern surrounding UK democracy and
notes a participation crisis, a failure of trust by the UK population in their politicians and
an accompanying failure of the recent constitutional changes introduced by Labour
since 1997 (and to an extent successive governments) to address the problem of low
participation rates in UK politics. However not all is as bleak as can appear on first sight
according to the source for it identifies active participation beyond the ballot box and
shows a more positive view of participation where people remain confident in the
political system and importantly the importance and relevance of voting which it asserts
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does make a difference – rejecting the adage: ‘If voting changed anything they would
abolish it!’ The source then touches on why this alleged crisis has arisen and offers a
solution to remedy the situation. Let us take a look at these contrasting and at times
conflicting views.
The views contained in the source and relevant supplementary information highlights a
clear crisis in democracy in the UK. Firstly on participation levels alone we have seen in
the 20th century and into the 21st century falling levels of turnout – the low point being
2001 which saw turnout at 59% for the general election, turnout falls even more
dramatically when we look at lower order elections which would be local government,
EU elections and more recently elections for Police Commissioners. This points to a
malaise in political activity after all, voting is the life blood of a representative
democracy, for when this fails there is a problem at the core of the system.
Furthermore the source then details the lack of political engagement which has
emerged from the various constitutional changes in recent years. Of these devolution is
one of the most relevant – and here after an initial exuberance we see faith and activity
fall in turnout levels, we see frustration in the remaining an unelected second chamber
and an inability to agree to replace the current first past the post voting system which
sees governments form on around a quarter of the possible votes available. Public faith
in politicians – of all parties and views has fallen. The political system both in terms of
personality and of structure is not meeting the demands and aspirations of the people.
As such this may be an anti-establishment move as seen by a rejection of leading
politicians and parties over Europe and replicated in the US with the election of Donald
Trump viewed as a person outside the normal political framework.
We could conclude that in overview there is much wrong with democracy in the UK and
the title of ‘crisis’ is both accurate and relevant. With low engagement we arrive at a
situation where there is no real legitimacy, politicians and their parties cannot claim a
mandate with such a narrow band of support. Furthermore the source presents a
pessimistic view of both politicians and the newly created reforms such as devolution as
both do not appear to be up to the mark in engaging people and gaining their trust.
However the source also indicates a contrasting position for democracy in the UK and
begins this by suggesting that we need to look deeper and see political participation
from a wider angle than voting turnout alone. In the 21st century getting involved in
politics has a wider remit than simply voting. People can be involved in petitions, social
media activities and a host of other avenues to voice their political views. Voting can be
seen as a once in a five year activity at national level but activity can take place regularly
to check and prompt the government. For instance the government backed down in
2011 over the sell-off of the Forestry Commission when a united effort composed of
many organisations and interests combined together to voice their concern.
Furthermore over recent years we have seen a rise in other parties contesting for the
vote and being successful over the two parties (Labour and Conservative) who shared
office exclusively between 1945 and 2010. This indicates we have a pluralist democracy
with ample and realistic choice. Turnout levels did fall in 2001 to below 60% but have
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since risen from this low point, the very high profile referendum on EU membership
gaining a turnout of 72%.
In a similar vein the high profile cases of sleaze which has made an impact on political
life seems to have died down. Politicians know that more than ever they are now under
a close media spotlight and will be exposed for financial and other irregularities.
The source accepts that democracy in the UK faces a challenge – but that the label of
‘crisis’ does not accurately fit. It hints that there is work to be done – but it is not a huge
task to rectify. Furthermore the rectification or renewal of UK democracy can come
according to the source from politicians themselves. However such a hope is stretching
the limits of belief, how is that politicians who have damaged the process and form part
of a political elite can suddenly find the motivation and drive to restore democracy?
In conclusion it does appear on balance that democracy in the UK is experiencing a type
of crisis, it has major problems in engaging people, true it may not be a deep crisis – but
a significant one. The hope that politicians will somehow assist to self-right the system,
as evidenced in the source lacks any real evidence or plan. Democracy has been a
journey in the UK, it has evolved and continues to adapt to new circumstances, it is not
the ‘finished product’ but very much a work in progress.

A level SAMs
Component 1 Core political ideas
Question 3 (a)
To what extent do modern and classical liberals agree over the role of the state?
You must use appropriate thinkers you have studied to support your answer.
Response 1

Liberalism has a major internal divide between classical liberals who formed the early
part of the development of the doctrine in the 19th century and modern liberals rooted
in the 20th century, two wings of the dominant political doctrine which has shaped
modern society.
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Liberalism like the other core political ideas has clear internal divisions and behind
these there are differences (and also similarities) over key topics: the state neatly fits
these criteria. We can see a distinct view of the state emerging with classical liberals and
similarly a major re-appraisal of the state’s role by modern liberals All political doctrines
with the exception of anarchists accept the need for the state in some form or other
and acknowledge that it has an impact on citizens lives.
Let us first look at the area where there is common ground shared between classical
and modern liberals. All liberals believe that the state has power in society and from the
outset they endorse that the state should be the ultimate source of law and protect its
citizens – as Locke said ‘Where there is no law there is no freedom’. What this means is
that for society to be safe the state has to provide a framework of criminal laws and also
the state has to provide a set of civil laws – essentially so that business and commerce
can operate with certainty. The state has to protect its citizens from harm so all liberals
will offer the state as to protect internally by providing a court and police system and
externally from threats which may arise from other countries an army to defend the
borders and integrity of the state.
Allied to this view of the state between classical and modern liberals is the view which
endorses that the state should promote freedom and toleration. The state is there to
protect all citizens and allow for a divergence of views and opinions. This theme was
seen with Voltaire and then JS Mill the state has to protect all of its citizens from the
abuse of power as R.H. Tawney said ‘The freedom of the pike is death to all minnows’
and in contemporary (modern) liberals with political thinkers such as Rawls endorses
freedom as a core value to be supported by the state.
All liberals also are committed to the requirement that the state emerges and gains
support through the consent of the people, it can be replaced and changed if the
people desire this. Whereas Hobbes may have been willing to accept a cruel state,
liberals favour Locke’s view of consent surrounding the state in that its authority is given
and taken away by the people, so the state exists because the people desire it to do so.
In essence this shows that all liberals subscribe to the principle of a social contract –
which limits the state and keeps it subject to citizens’ will
However, although there are clear common bonds which unite classical and modern
liberals there are also tensions. This is best understood in terms of the origins of each
branch of liberalism. Classical liberalism emerged in response to the absolute power of
monarchs and tyrants; as such liberals feared that the return of despotic rule in
minority hands, they did not wish the state’s role to grow beyond what they termed a
night-watchman’s role – or a minimal state.
It had to be minimal for two core reasons, firstly to prevent individuals from taking over
its role and secondly to allow business to have as much freedom from the state to act
as a locomotive of growth and wealth.
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If classical liberals are fearful of the actions of the state modern liberals are far more
positive of its role. Again from a historical perspective modern liberals saw the benefits
of an industrial society but also the huge imbalances in life chances which it created.
Modern liberals such as T.H Green and Rawls wanted the state to take more
responsibility for the welfare of all citizens. This was most clearly seen in the work of
William Beveridge who began the idea of the state providing support ‘from the cradle to
the grave’ – this saw modern liberals in the post war era vastly expand the functions
and responsibilities of the state. This links closely to the economic role of the state –
whereas classical liberals endorsed the views of economists such as Adam Smith
modern liberals championed the work of Keynes. With classical liberals believing the
state caused harm if it intervened in the economy and modern liberals thinking that the
state had to act in the economy to remedy its faults.
In overview classical liberals fear the state and think that it may curb or restrict
freedom, but modern liberals think that the state is a guarantee of freedom as William
Beveridge said ‘How can a starving man be free?’
Liberalism is a broad and encompassing ideology and there are areas of both
agreement and disagreement in the ideas of classical and modern liberals. Proof that
both strands are relevant is the fact that regimes use both strands to justify their
actions, classical liberalism endorsed by Mrs Thatcher and Ronald Reagan and modern
liberalism remaining in practice with the NHS and welfare in the UK.

Response 2

Liberalism is said to be a very flexible political doctrine which covers both classical and
modern liberalism. Only anarchists would say that we do need a state, liberals know
that we need a state but are unsure of how big and what responsibility the state should
have.
All liberals agree that the state is there to protect people and make sure that there is no
breakdown in society and that bad people are punished and possibly put in prison. So
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liberals see the need for laws to protect those who are vulnerable and weak and could
be taken advantage of. They want the state to step in to prevent harm being caused
All liberals want business to operate freely and to employ people and create wealth. So
the state should allow business to function freely in the economy. The economy is vitally
important for all liberals as it seen as the creator of wealth and opportunity – more so
than the state.
All liberals believe that people should be free and offer maximum liberty under the law
– they feel that choices in life are personal and unique and as such it is not the province
or domain of the state to tell people how to think – we can see this as all liberals would
endorse the state to protect all religions and not to support bigotry or favouritism.
Many states that follow religious persecution are frowned on by all liberals - they
believe it is not the state that should enforce religious worship or practice but this
should be the realm of individual choice. The ideas of early liberalism heavily influenced
the establishment of the USA and religious tolerance is one of their cherished liberties –
built on liberal values.
Furthermore we can look to the USA again for how the state should relate to the
individual.
Here the common theme for all liberals regarding the state is that its role should be
prescribed and set out – preferably in a written constitution. The state should have set
limits to its powers and areas of action. Furthermore, according to liberals the state
should set out its relationship to its citizens’ preferably in a bill of rights, this was done
with the US Bill of Rights and is still done in modern countries – in Europe most states
have adopted and integrated the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) a body
which pre-dates the EU and is larger in number. This consistent commitment to
regulating the state runs through modern and classical liberalism and stems from an
intrinsic belief in the notion of consent. The state exists and continues in this role for it
has the consent of the people. If the state loses that consent and permission it loses its
authority and can be replaced. Hence all liberals support constitutional arrangements
which see the power of the state divided and distributed wherever possible, indeed
federalism is a consistent model which all liberals would prefer in a state.
However from this widespread shared view of the state there does emerge a divergence
between classical and modern liberals. Classical liberals can invariably see no wrong in
how business operates and believe in a laissez faire approach to control by the state in
the economy. They believe that the motor which drives prosperity and growth is
unfettered business pursuing its own self interest. Modern liberals by contrast see the
problems of an unregulated economy from many angles, but primarily the differing life
chances which are thrown up in a laissez faire economy. Modern liberals wish to see the
opportunities offered by a market economy to be better distributed and that the state
should at least provide some safety net for the more vulnerable old and weak. Hence
liberals in the 20th century built welfare models so that the state took up this
responsibility for its citizens. Modern liberals believe in the capacity of the state to do
good but classical liberals see a meddling state as injurious to wider welfare.
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Classical liberals are concerned with a growing and powerful state that they fear will
abuse its power and take away liberty and freedom from citizens, as such they cite the
repressive regimes which have existed in some countries where power has been
corrupted by those who hold it and people’s liberty has been extinguished by a
dominant state. Modern liberals in contrast see the role of the state as essential in
guaranteeing and protecting citizens’ liberty and freedoms. Modern liberals would
argue that to provide welfare and education for its citizens is a sure way of creating a
plural and diverse society which will not tolerate those who abuse the power of the
state.
In many ways the arguments between classical and modern liberals are both attractive
and persuading although out of the same political school they present differing views of
the role and scope of the state in society. To back this uo we can see governments and
political parties from across the political spectrum taking ideas for each section of
liberalism and applying it to how the state should function in society.

Component 3 Comparative Politics - USA
Question 1 (a)

Examine the ways in which the US and the UK Constitutions are similar.
Response 1
The UK and the US both have Constitutions. There are a number of
similarities and differences between them. Here I am going to explain some
of those similarities.
One similarity between them is that they both have written parts. The US
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Constitution is one written document that tells the government how to work.
The UK Constitution comes from lots of sources including laws and certain
books.
Another similarity between them is that both Constitutions explain how the
government should work. For example the US Constitution says that there
should be a President and a Congress. The UK Constitution says that there
should be two parts to Parliament and that the Prime Minister should be in
charge.
Both Constitutions can also be changed by governments. The US Constitution
has been amended 27 times and even though it is difficult to change, it is still
possible to make changes to it. The UK Constitution can be changed all the
time just by passing a law. Big changes to the UK Constitution have included
leaving the EU after the referendum last year and giving Scotland its own
Parliament.
In conclusion, there are many similarities between the UK and the US
Constitutions, such as both being written down, both explain how the
government works, and both can be amended.
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Response 2
One significant similarity between the US and UK Constitutions is their ability
to be amended. For example, an amendment can be suggested by any
member of Congress. This then has to be debated and voted on and agreed
to be passed by 2/3 of both houses of Congress, and then has to be ratified
by ¾ of the states before it can be added to the Constitution. This has
happened 27 times in the history of the USA. The most well-known
amendments are the Bill of Rights.
The UK Constitution can also be amended, but this is a much easier process
than in the USA. The UK Constitution can be amended simply by passing a
law with a majority vote in Parliament. This still needs to be agreed by both
houses of Parliament, like in the US Congress, but it does not need to be
agreed by the other governments of the UK such as the Scottish Parliament.
This is because the UK Parliament is sovereign.
The US and UK Constitutions also protect people’s rights. The most famous
amendments to the US Constitution are the Bill of Rights. This is the first 10
amendments to the US Constitution and was written to protect people’s
rights. The UK also has a constitutional law that protects people’s rights
called the Human Rights Act. Both the Bill of Rights and the Human Rights
Act are documents that the ordinary people, lawyers and courts can refer to
when they want to check if their rights have been protected or broken.
The court systems in both countries can also use the Constitutions to protect
people’s rights. For example, the Bill of Rights is often used to protect
freedom of speech. One recent case where this happened was when
Abercrombie and Fitch were sued for refusing to allow a Muslim woman to
wear a hijab to work. This case went to the Supreme Court, and was
successful. Similarly, in the UK, a gay couple successfully sued the owners of
a B&B who refused to let them stay because homosexuality was against their
religion.
Finally, the constitutions also have some similarities because they both allow
the US and the UK to distribute power. The US has a federal system which is
written down in the Constitution itself, and gives the federal government and
the state governments particular powers of their own. For example, the
federal government set national laws on issues like taxes, but the state
governments set state laws on issues like education and driving licences. The
UK Constitution also gives some power away to the devolved countries.
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Evaluate the extent to which the Supreme Court is now an ‘Imperial Judiciary’

An Imperial Judiciary suggests an omnipotent judiciary with an untethered, unchecked influence
over the rest of the US political system, namely the executive and legislative branches of
government. Arguably, this description of the Supreme Court could be said to be true as the court
uses judicial review to overrule or strike down Congressional and State legislation. Judicial Activism‐
both liberal and conservative‐ has expanded the power and influence of the court, and the judges
are unelected and therefore unaccountable and are seldom impeached. However, it could be argued
that the court is not an ‘imperial judiciary’ as the court relies on other branches of government to
enforce their rulings, precedent and ‘stare decisis’ acts as a check on the court, and the number of
cases taken by the court has declined. Overall however, the Supreme Court is now an ‘imperial
judiciary’ as it has gone past it’s constitutional brief and has become quasi‐legislative largely due to
its activism.

Firstly, the Supreme Court could be seen as an ‘imperial judiciary’ as it can supersede or overturn
State and Congressional legislation through judicial review. For instance, in Heller v DC 2008 the
court overturned a Washington DC law that made gun owners to disassemble their weapons. The
court said that this legislation was unconstitutional under the 2nd Amendment. This shows that the
unelected and therefore unaccountable court can overrule the elected and mandated branches of
US government. This shows the court to be imperial as there are no effective checks and balances
which limit its judicial power, especially not Congress as the overturning of Supreme Court rulings
requires large majorities which are very hard to achieve in the current era of hyper‐partisanship.
Overall therefore, the Supreme Court could be said to be an ‘imperial judiciary’ as it overturns
legislation without being checked and balanced.
Secondly, judicial activism has increased since Earl Warren’s court of the 1960’s and 1970’s,
therefore giving Supreme Court justices more power to make new inferences from the constitution
thereby making the court more imperial. For instance, in Kennedy v Louisiana 2008 the court ruled
that the 8th Amendments ‘cruel and unusual’ punishment clause extended to only giving the death
penalty to convicted murderers. This example of liberal activism shows that the judges are no longer
confined to the written content of the constitution as it’s now seen as acceptable for judges to find
new, hidden meanings in the constitution. This is clear evidence that the court is an ‘imperial’
judiciary as it’s perpetually creating more power for itself through its activism and inferences.
Overall, therefore, the Supreme Court is an imperial judiciary as the court’s activism suggests an
infinite power of inference held by the judges who appear to be able to manipulate the wording of
the constitution to suit many circumstances – a significant power.
Thirdly, the court could be seen as ‘imperial’ as judges aren’t elected and are therefore life members
of the court. This means they are unaccountable, therefore suggesting imperialism as their powers,
again, appears to be unstoppable and immune to public opinion. For example the 2008 Kennedy v
Louisiana ruling was widely condemned by the public but Justice Scalia concluded ‘‘the views of the
American people were irrelevant.’’ Furthermore, the only way Judges can be removed from the
court is through impeachment, but this seldom happens as the last justice to be impeached was
Samuel Chase in 1809. This lack of threat of impeachment allows judges to act without fear of
repercussion, thus further proving their lack of accountability. This therefore suggests that the court
is an imperial judiciary as the only level of accountability the court has is ineffective as

impeachments are very rare and so judges have a free reign to make decisions without any real
consequences.

However, arguably the Supreme Court is not an ‘imperial judiciary’ as, firstly, the court relies on
other branches of government to enforce their rulings. For example, in Brown v Board of Education
1954 the court ruled that segregation in education was not constitutional. However, black students
in Little Rock in the State of Arkansas were denied entry to a white school by the Governor and
white protestors, and so the Court had to rely on the National Guard to ensure the entry of the
students in order to carry out their ruling. Therefore the court relied on elected and mandated
bodies such as Congress to implement their decisions and so these elected branches have a choice
over enforcement. Therefore the court is less imperial as its power is limited due to its lack of
enforcement power for its rulings and its reliance on the other branches of government for
enforcement.
Secondly, precedent and the courts respect for ‘stare decisis’ also acts as a limit to the power of the
court and therefore undermines the idea of an ‘imperial judiciary’. Justices such as Sandra Day
O’Connor have a high resect for precedent and so will not go against previous decisions. This acts as
a de facto check on the justices as it restricts that power to infer. This heightened respect for
precedent is likely to continue with Trump’s nomination of Neil Gorsuch, a conservative strict
constructionist who is therefore likely to be less activist in terms of overturning precedents than, for
instance, the liberal justice Elena Kagan. So, this making of future decisions by previous case law
suggests that judges are not omnipotent and do not have infinite power in American government as
the precedents act as a check and restraint on the decisions of the judges. Overall, therefore, the
Supreme Court is less imperial as precedent and ‘stare decisis’ restricts the justices power to infer.
Thirdly, there has been a decline in the number of cases taken on by the court in recent years in the
Roberts era. For instance in the 1960’s and 1970’s the courts of Earl Warren and Warren Burger
were used to taking up to 200 cases per year whereas the current Roberts Court workload is around
70‐75. This reduction in decisions inevitably reduces the influence of the court on the executive and
legislative branches of the government as less legislation and decisions are made under a backdrop
of a court ruling. This therefore suggests that the power of the court is in fact diminishing especially
as the court cannot be proactive in the cases it considers as cases have to be brought to it. This
reduction in the workload of the court has coincided with a fall in arguably more important and
controversial cases. The highly activist courts of the 1960’s and 1970’s gave landmark decisions such
as Roe v Wade in 1973 which legalised abortion. The Court now arguably makes less critical decisions
and so could be said to have lost even more influence. Overall, therefore, the Supreme Court should
not be seen as an ‘Imperial Judiciary’ as the number of cases it takes and the significance of these
cases has declined, thus suggesting a loss of power and therefore lack of imperialism.

To conclude, the Supreme Court arguably is an imperial judiciary as it overturns state and federal
legislation such as DC V Heller plus it’s activism, both left and right, allows the justices to wield new
power through inferences, and finally judges are never removed from the court and are therefore
unaccountable. However there are also arguments against an ‘imperial judiciary’ such as restriction
of precedent. Overall, however, the court is now an ‘imperial judiciary’ as the justices do now
operate beyond the brief given to them by the founding fathers as they make new inferences and

find new meanings in the constitution and thereby extend their power without proper checks and
balances and with few consequences.

